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Abstract

This paper studies the e±ciency of policy choice in representative democ-
racies. It extends the model of democratic policy making developed in our
earlier paper (Besley and Coate (1995)) to a simple dynamic environment.
Equilibrium policy choices are shown to be e±cient in the sense that in each
period, conditional on future policies being selected through the democratic
process, there exists no alternative current policy choices which can raise
the expected utilities of all citizens. However, policies which would be de-
clared e±cient by standard economic criteria are not necessarily adopted
in political equilibrium. The paper argues that these divergencies are legit-
imately viewed as \political failures".
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1. Introduction

One of the crowning achievements of neo-classical economics is a rigorous appreci-
ation of the performance of markets in allocating resources. However, for resources
allocated in the public sector, our understanding is much less complete.1 In part
this re°ects the lack of a satisfactory theoretical framework to analyze policy
choice in representative democracies. In Besley and Coate (1995), we introduced
a new model of democratic policy making as a candidate framework for the sys-
tematic analysis of these questions. In this model, policy authority is delegated
to particular citizens and individuals compete, through the electoral process, to
acquire this power.2

Our model of representative democracy has two main merits for the investi-
gation of e±ciency issues. First, it is built from the ground up. The primitives
of the model are the set of citizens, their preferences, the set of feasible policy
alternatives and a constitution which speci¯es the rules of the decision making
process. Policy outcomes are therefore derived directly from the underlying tastes
and policy technology. Standard notions of e±ciency are then straightforwardly
applied.3 Second, the model handles multi-dimensional policy choices very natu-
rally; there is no need to work with special assumptions about preferences and/or
technologies for equilibrium to exist.
This paper puts our model to work to investigate the e±ciency of equilibrium

policy choices in a world of repeated elections. E±ciency issues are then more
subtle because preferences extend over the entire future policy sequence, while
policy makers can control only what happens in their current term. We ¯nd that,

1Despite the vast volume of research on public choice, there is no clear consensus on the
ability of representative democracy to produce e±cient outcomes. At one extreme are writers
in the Chicago tradition, such as Stigler (1982), Becker (1985) and Wittman (1989), who argue
that political competition will bring about e±cient policy choices. At the other are Buchanan,
Tullock and their followers (the \Virginia School"), who see \political failures" as pervasive.

2A similar model, which shares the basic idea of viewing candidates for political o±ce as
citizens, was introduced independently by Osborne and Slivinski (1995).

3In models that begin with \group" preferences belonging to parties or pressure groups as
primitives, it is less easy to think about e±ciency issues. That is not say that these institutions
are not an important part of the political landscape. However, they need to be built from the
ground up when questions of e±ciency are on the agenda.
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while political equilibrium does satisfy a certain e±ciency property, this does not
imply that policies which are e±cient according to standard economic criteria are
necessarily undertaken. We o®er a comprehensive analysis of why such policies
may not be undertaken in political equilibrium. We also discuss whether the
non-implementation of economically e±cient policies can legitimately be viewed
as \political failures", drawing the parallel with the market failure literature.
To analyze policy choices in a dynamic setting, we embed our model of repre-

sentative democracy in a simple two period economic model. A single consumption
good is produced using labor and citizens obtain utility from consumption and
leisure, di®ering in their productive abilities. In each period, the citizen selected
to be policy maker chooses the parameters of a negative income tax scheme. The
¯rst period incumbent must also decide whether to implement a public investment
which raises individuals' second period abilities.
We begin the analysis by showing that equilibrium policy choices are e±-

cient in the following sense; in each period, conditional on future policies being
selected through the democratic process, there exists no alternative current pol-
icy choices which can raise the expected utilities of all citizens. To show that
this does not imply the selection of policies which are e±cient according to stan-
dard economic de¯nitions, we analyze the public investment decision. Following
Samuelson (1950), we consider investments that shift out the utility possibility
frontier. Investments satisfying this criterion are technologically e±cient in the
sense that if they are not undertaken it is possible, with the available policy in-
struments, to make all citizens better o®. We identify three principal reasons why
such investments may not be undertaken in political equilibrium, each illustrated
with an example.
The ¯rst reason concerns non-payment of future compensation. To generate

a Pareto improvement, a technologically e±cient public investment may require
some individuals to be compensated, via the tax and transfer system, after the
gains from the investment are realized. However, compensation may not actually
be paid in political equilibrium, since future tax rates are determined by whichever
policy makers govern at that time. Thus, if future policy makers are expected to
have di®erent preferences, the current incumbent may be deterred from undertak-
ing an investment for which future compensation is required to make it personally
bene¯cial.
Our other two reasons apply to technologically e±cient public investments

which are straightforward in the sense that they do not require future redistribu-
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tion, via changes in tax rates, to generate Pareto improvements. Such investments
may not be undertaken because they a®ect policy choices of future policy makers.
In particular, an investment which changes the income distribution will in°uence
the desired tax rates of future policy makers. If this change is unfavorable to the
current incumbent, then this can negate the direct bene¯ts of the investment and
make undertaking the investment undesirable. Straightforward investments may
also not be undertaken because they a®ect the identity of future policy makers.
An investment can change citizens' policy preferences and thereby alter the in-
centives for individuals to run for o±ce. If this results in the election of a citizen
who would choose policies disadvantageous to the current incumbent then he may
decide against undertaking it.
Whether the non-implementation of a technologically e±cient investment is

legitimately viewed as a \political failure", depends on how the latter is de¯ned.
Despite the widespread use of this term in the public choice literature, there
appears to be no precise statement of what is meant by it. We argue that, in the
interests of creating a level playing ¯eld for markets and governments, the ideal
de¯nition should parallel the conventional idea of market failure. Proceeding in
this way, we conclude that a policy maker failing to undertake a technologically
e±cient investment does constitute a political failure. Thus, our analysis puts the
notion of political failure on a rigorous footing and suggests three sources of such
problems arising from periodic elections.
This paper contributes to our broader research agenda aimed at developing

a comprehensive understanding of the e±ciency of outcomes in representative
democracy in the context of a single uni¯ed framework. The static analysis of
our earlier paper identi¯ed two dimensions of e±ciency issues; does representative
democracy select competent leaders and, given the competences of the individuals
selected, are their policy choices e±cient? We found that political competition
had a tendency to \sort in" competent policy makers and that policy choices were
e±cient in the economist's sense. The results of this paper are less positive; they
show that the latter conclusion does not hold up in a dynamic environment with
repeated elections.4

4Further ine±ciencies arise when citizens have imperfect information about their leaders.
Under these circumstances, incumbents have an incentive to care about their reputations. This,
when combined with asymmetric information about the e®ects of policies, may lead to ine±cient
policy choices. In the context of a political agency model, Coate and Morris (1994) show that
reputational considerations lead politicians to use ine±cient \disguised" transfer mechanisms
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Our paper brings together ideas from three ¯elds. As noted above, it is directly
concerned with issues that are central to public choice. However, the type of
economic environment that we study and the de¯nitions of e±ciency that we
use, are drawn from the normative public economics literature. Our arguments
concerning the non-implementation of technologically e±cient investments are
related to a number of recent papers in the macro-policy literature. Persson and
Svensson (1989) argue that debt policy can stray from the e±cient path in political
equilibrium. Current incumbents run budget de¯cits to manipulate the choices of
future policy makers who do not share their policy preferences. This is one reason
for political failure that emerges in our model.5 Aghion and Bolton (1990) and
Milesi-Ferretti and Spolaore (1994) develop models in which current policy choices
a®ect which political party will win in the future. Aghion and Bolton show that
the political party currently in power incurs debt because it knows that its rival
party will default on this debt and this will make it unattractive to the majority of
voters, while in Milesi-Ferretti and Spolaore, the party holding power is induced
to raise revenue in an ine±cient way because it guarantees that voters will prefer
their party in the next election. This incentive to alter the probability distribution
over future leaders by current policy choices is also present in our model. Our
paper treats these ideas in a uni¯ed framework with a fully developed model of
the political process.6

when redistributing to special interests. Rogo® (1990) argues that such considerations lead
incumbents to distort the mix of public consumption and investment expenditures.

5In a related argument, Tabellini and Alesina (1990) argue that, in an environment of political
instability, those currently holding political power have an incentive to borrow from the future
(i.e., run de¯cits) because they can control how such resources are allocated. See also Glazer
(1989).

6Most of the existing models rest on rather incomplete approaches to the electoral process.
Persson and Svensson (1989) o®er no political model, simply assuming that current policy
makers anticipate that future policy makers will have di®erent preferences. Aghion and Bolton
(1989) and Milesi-Ferretti and Spolaore (1994) presume the existence of two political parties
with exogenous policy preferences. They do not explain what determines these preferences or
why there are only two parties. In addition, in their analysis of equilibrium policy choices, they
do not explain how the party who is currently in o±ce came to be in o±ce. They simply point
out that an ine±ciency would arise if it were in o±ce. Tabellini and Alesina (1990) provide the
most complete analysis by assuming that decisions are made by majority rule. However, they
must impose a great deal of structure on preferences to guarantee the existence of a median
voter. Moreover, to get their argument to work, they must assume that the identity of the
median voter may change over time. They argue that this can arise \due to: (i) random shocks
to the costs of voting that a®ect the participation rate .....; or (ii) changes in the eligibility of
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The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. The model
is presented in section 2. In section 3 political equilibrium policy choices are
characterized and the e±ciency result is established. Section 4 introduces the
de¯nition of a technologically e±cient investment and analyzes whether the public
investment satisfying this condition is a su±cient condition for it to be introduced
in political equilibrium. Section 5 discusses the interpretation of the results, while
section 6 concludes.

2. The Model

The aim is to develop a simple, tractable model to investigate the e±ciency of
policy choice in a representative democracy. The basic framework we employ is
standard in the literature on the political economy of income taxation, see for
example Romer (1975) and Meltzer and Richard (1981). Our dynamic extension
incorporates a ¯rst period public investment which makes individuals more pro-
ductive in the second period. This investment can best be thought of as provision
of infrastructure or education.

2.1. The Economic Environment

The economy consists of N citizens, indexed by i 2 N = f1; :::; N g; and lasts
for two time periods, indexed by ¿ 2 f1; 2g. There is a single (non-storable)
consumption good denoted by x. The consumption good is produced using a
single factor, labor, denoted by `. Each citizen is endowed with one unit of labor
in each period. However, citizens di®er in their productive abilities: if citizen i
provides ` units of labor in period ¿, he produces ai¿ ¢ ` units of x, where ai¿ is
his period ¿ \ability". The consumption good is produced by competitive ¯rms,
with each citizen's wage rate in each period being equal to his ability. Citizen
i's utility in period ¿ is given by u(xi¿ ; `

i
¿), where x

i
¿ is his consumption and `

i
¿ is

the amount of labor he supplies. The common per period utility function u(¢) is
smooth, strictly quasi-concave, increasing in x and non-increasing in `. Citizens
do not discount their second period utility.
At the beginning of each period, a policy maker selects the parameters of a

negative income tax.7 These are the tax rate t 2 [0; 1] and the guarantee T 2 R.
the voting population" (p.39).

7Thus, we are implicitly restricting the redistributive instruments the policy makers can
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With policy choice (t; T), a citizen with income y has a tax bill of t ¢ y¡T . We let
(t¿ ; T¿) denote the tax system in period ¿. The ¯rst period policy maker must also
choose whether or not to undertake a discrete public investment. This decision is
denoted by g, with g = 1 (0) meaning that the investment is (not) undertaken.
The investment costs C units of the consumption good but is productive, raising
all individuals' second period abilities. Thus, for all citizens i, ai2 = a

i
2(g) where

ai2(1) ¸ ai2(0).
8

In each period, after the policy maker has selected the tax system, citizens
decide how much labor to supply. With the tax system (t¿ ; T¿), citizen i will
supply `(t¿ ; T¿ ; ai¿) units of labor, where

`(t; T; a) = arg max fu((1¡ t)a`+ T; `) : ` 2 [0; 1]g : (2.1)

He will earn y(t¿ ; T¿ ; a
i
¿) units of income, where

y(t; T; a) = a`(t; T; a); (2.2)

and will enjoy a utility level v(t¿ ; T¿ ; ai¿), where

v(t; T; a) = u((1¡ t)y(t; T; a) + T; `(t; T ; a)): (2.3)

The policy makers' tax and investment choices must be feasible in the sense
that, given the labor supply decisions that they produce, net tax revenues equal
public expenditures. The period one policy maker's feasibility constraint is

t1
NX

i=1

y(t1; T1; a
i
1) ¡NT1 = Cg: (2.4)

The left hand side represents net tax revenues and the right hand side public
expenditures. Let Z1 denote the set of period one policy choices (t1; T1; g) which

use. This restriction will not be explicitly derived from some underlying constraints (such as
imperfect information) faced by policy makers. It is therefore best interpreted as a constitutional
restriction in the spirit of Brennan and Buchanan (1980). It should be noted, however, that for
our purposes, the precise restrictions are not really important. Our aim is to discuss e±ciency
given a set of policy instruments. One could undertake the same analysis with any given set of
redistributive instruments.

8The productive investment may create incentives for individuals to borrow from one another:
a citizen who expects to bene¯t greatly from the investment may gain from borrowing from a
non-bene¯ciary in the ¯rst period. To focus directly on the e±ciency of public choices, however,
we avoid the complications associated with introducing a private loan market.
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satisfy this constraint. In period two there are no public expenditure decisions,
so the policy maker's feasibility constraint is simply

t2
NX

i=1

y(t2; T2; a
i
2(g)) ¡NT2 = 0: (2.5)

Let Z2(g) denote the set of period two policy choices (t2; T2) which satisfy this
constraint.

2.2. The Political Process

The model of policy making is based on Besley and Coate (1995).9 We suppose
that in each period one member of the community is selected to make policy
choices, with an election determining the choice of citizen to do this. All citizens
are able to run in these elections and each must choose whether or not to declare
themself as a candidate. Running for o±ce is not costly.10 All individuals in the
society then vote over the set of self-declared candidates. The candidate with
the most votes wins (there is plurality rule). In the event of ties, the winning
candidate is chosen randomly with each tying candidate having an equal chance
of being selected. If only one individual runs for o±ce then he is automatically
selected. In the event that no citizen runs, taxes are set equal to zero and the
laissez-faire outcome prevails. The winning candidate selects policy only in the
period for which he is elected to govern.
To keep the notation simple, our formal account of the political process focuses

only on the second period election. Thus, we assume that a particular citizen
(say, citizen k) is already in o±ce at the beginning of period one. Our description
therefore begins after the ¯rst period election is over. In this sense, our framework
is similar to a two period political agency model (see, for example, Austen-Smith
and Banks (1992), Coate and Morris (1994) and Harrington (1993)). In our
examples in Section 4, we will make assumptions about the ability type of the
¯rst period policy maker. We will therefore check that having a ¯rst period policy

9It should be noted that the standard Downsian model of democratic policy making in which
two vote maximizing parties compete by o®ering platforms to the electorate is not applicable
to the environment studied in this paper. This is because the ¯rst period policy choice is two
dimensional; it involves both the choice of a tax rate and an investment decision. It is well
known that in such environments, the Downsian model typically fails to produce a prediction.

10The results of the paper would be una®ected by the assumption that running for o±ce has
a small cost (say, in the form of reduced consumption) as in our earlier paper.
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maker with the postulated ability type is consistent with ¯rst period political
equilibrium.11

The timing of economic and political choices is illustrated in Figure 1. First,
citizen k (the period one incumbent) selects a ¯rst period policy (t1; T1; g) 2 Z1.
Then citizens choose their ¯rst period labor supplies. After this, the election is
held and citizens decide whether or not to run for o±ce. The winning candidate
then selects a second period policy (t2; T2) 2 Z2(g). Finally, citizens make their
second period labor supply decisions.
The outcome of the political process is a particular policy sequence. A policy

sequence consists of a ¯rst period policy choice (t1; T1; g) 2 Z1 and a probability
distribution over second period policy choices ¼ : Z2(g) ! [0; 1]. Thus, ¼(t2; T2)
is the probability that the second period policy choice will be (t2; T2). Probability
distributions over second period policy choices arise from any uncertainty about
the outcome of the election.12 We will use the notation ¢(¼) to denote the support
of the probability distribution ¼; that is, the set of second period policy choices
such that ¼(t2; T2) > 0:

3. Equilibrium Policy Sequences

In this section we characterize the policy sequences that may arise in political
equilibrium. The characterization proceeds in the obvious way. First, we describe
the second period policy choice of the winning candidate and the election outcome,
taking as given the public investment decision. Then we characterize the ¯rst
period policy maker's optimal policy choice which anticipates the second period
political competition.

3.1. Period Two Election and Policy Choice

The electorate knows that the citizen who wins the election will simply imple-
ment his preferred period two policy. While those who run for o±ce may have

11The assumption that a particular citizen is in o±ce in period one implicitly assumes that
there is a ¯rst period political equilibrium which involves at least one citizen running with
positive probability. Given that running for o±ce is costless and that citizens have di®erent
abilities, this is indeed the case. It is not an equilibrium to have all citizens choosing not to run
for o±ce in the ¯rst period.

12This would occur, for example, if citizens randomized over which candidate to vote for or if
two candidates tied.
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an incentive to promise to do something other than this, such promises are not
credible. When the investment decision in period one is g, citizen i's preferred
policy is given by:

(ti2(g); T
i
2(g)) 2 arg max

n
v(t2; T2; a

i
2(g))j (t2; T2) 2 Z2(g)

o
: (3.1)

We will assume that the solution to (3.1) is unique.13 Associated with each citi-
zen's election, therefore, will be a utility imputation !i(g) = (!1i(g); :::; !Ni(g));
where !ji(g) = v(ti2(g); T

i
2(g); a

j
2(g)) is individual j

0s period two utility if i is
elected. If no citizen stands for o±ce the second period policy will be (t02(g); T

0
2 (g)) =

(0; 0). We denote the utility imputation in this case as !0(g) = (!10(g); :::; !N0(g)).
In their voting decisions, citizens anticipate the policy that would be chosen by

each candidate and cast their vote for the candidate whose preferred alternative
promises them the highest level of utility. If there are two or more candidates
with this property, citizens vote for each of their preferred candidates with equal
probability.14 Thus successful candidates will be those whose preferred alternative
is popular among the electorate. Suppose that the set of candidates that stands
is C ½ N . Then we use P i(C) to denote the probability that candidate i receives
the most votes and hence wins the election. Since if only one candidate runs he
is automatically selected to choose policy, P i(C) = 1 if i 2 C and #C = 1.
Understanding how citizens will vote, each individual decides whether or not

to run for the position of policy maker. Citizens are motivated to run for o±ce
by the possibility that they can move policy in their preferred direction. Whether
they are able to do this depends on which other citizens decide to enter the race.

13While it is highly unlikely that (3.1) will have multiple solutions, it is di±cult to come up
with a set of simple su±cient conditions to rule it out. The conditions used by Meltzer and
Richard (1981) to guarantee the inverse relationship between tax rates and productive ability
(u(¢) is strictly concave and satis¯es the Inada conditions) are certainly su±cient, but are much
stronger than we need.

14Thus we are assuming that citizens vote sincerely. This should be contrasted with the
hypothesis that citizens vote strategically, with their voting decisions being a best response to
what others do. In some circumstances, such as when there are three candidates, two of which
are tied for ¯rst place, sincere voting and strategic voting may be inconsistent. In our earlier
paper, we addressed this by beginning with the assumption that citizens vote strategically, and
then imposing the re¯nement that when sincere voting produced a clear winner and hence was
a best response, individuals vote this way. All of the results and examples in this paper would
go through if we adopted that approach here. However, we are able to avoid some notational
complexity by assuming sincere voting up front.
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The decision to enter is therefore strategic and is modeled as a game between
the N citizens. We begin by de¯ning each citizen's pure strategy sj 2 f0; 1g,
where sj = 1 denotes entry by citizen j. A pure strategy pro¯le will be denoted
s = (s1; :::; sN). If the pure strategy pro l̄e is s, the set of candidates is C(s) =
fi j si = 1g.
If citizen i enters then the probability that he/she wins is P i(C(s)). Thus the

payo® to any citizen j given their own entry decision and those of other citizens
is given by

Uj(s; g) =
X

i2C(s)
P i(C(s))!ji (g) +P 0(C(s))!j0(g). (3.2)

The notation P 0(C(s)) denotes the probability that the default outcome is se-
lected. Thus, P 0(C(s)) equals one if C(s) = ; and zero otherwise. Citizen j's
payo® is therefore the probability that each candidate i wins in the race times
j's payo® from i's preferred policy. As (3.2) makes clear, the payo®s will depend
upon the investment decision g.
To ensure the existence of an equilibrium, we need to allow the use of mixed

strategies. Let °j be a mixed strategy for citizen j, with the interpretation that
°j is the probability that j runs for o±ce. The set of mixed strategies for each
citizen is then the unit interval [0; 1]. A mixed strategy pro l̄e is denoted by
° = (°1; :::; °N) and citizen j 's expected payo® under the mixed strategy pro¯le
° is denoted by j(°; g):15 An equilibrium of the entry game is a mixed strategy
pro¯le (°̂1; :::; °̂N) such that for all j 2 f1; :::; Ng; j(°̂j; °̂¡j; g) ¸ i(°j; °̂¡j; g)
for all °j 2 [0; 1]. This game ¯ts the conditions of the standard theorem for
proving the existence of an equilibrium due to Nash (1950). Thus in period two,
an equilibrium of the entry game exists.16

Let E(g) denote the set of second period equilibrium strategy pro l̄es when
the investment decision is g. Associated with any ° 2 E(g) will be a probability

15Citizen j's expected payo® from a mixed strategy pro¯le ° is given by

j (° ; g) =
QN

i=1 ° iU j (1; :::; 1; g) +
QN

i=2 °i(1 ¡ °1)U j (0; 1; ::; 1; g)

+::::: +
QN

i=1(1 ¡ °i)Uj (0; ::; 0;g):

16For further discussion of properties of equilibria, see our earlier paper, which also develops
some examples. We show that in many environments, there are equilibria with only a few
candidates running, which turns on the fact that running for o±ce is a public good.
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distribution over second period policy makers r(°) : N [ f0g ! [0; 1], where
r(°)(i) denotes the probability that citizen i will be the policy maker and r(°)(0)
denotes the probability that no-body runs. For example, if ° = (1; 1; 0; ::; 0),
r(°)(1) = P 1(f1; 2g) and r(°)(2) = P 2(f1; 2g). The distribution over second
period policy makers will, in turn, induce a probability distribution over second
period policy outcomes. It will be convenient to introduce the notation ¹(g; r)
to denote the probability distribution over Z2(g) generated by the probability
distribution over policy makers r. Clearly,

¹(g; r)(t2; T2) =
X

j2fi2N[f0g:(ti2(g);T i2(g))=(t2;T2)g
rj: (3.3)

Since there is a ¯nite number of citizens, this probability distribution has ¯nite
support.

3.2. Period One Policy Choice

In choosing policy, the ¯rst period policy maker (citizen k) will anticipate the
election outcome in the second period and the subsequent policy choices. Assume
that he anticipates that the second period equilibrium will be °(g) 2 E(g) when
the investment decision is g 2 f0; 1g. He will then anticipate that the probability
distribution over second period policy choices is ¹(g; r(°(g))) when the investment
decision is g. Thus he will choose a ¯rst period policy to solve

max
(t1;T1;g)

v(t1; T1; ak1) +
P
(t2 ;T2)2¢(¹)¹(g; r(°(g)))(t2; T2)v(t2; T2; a

k
2(g))

subject to (t1; T1; g) 2 Z1:
(3.4)

The period one incumbent therefore chooses the policy recognizing the endogene-
ity of second period policy choices. How this works in practice should be clearer
in the context of the examples that we present below.

3.3. Equilibrium

A policy sequence is a political equilibrium if it could be generated by the political
decision making process described above. Putting the di®erent elements of the
model together, we can now o®er a formal de¯nition.17

17The reader should be reminded that the de¯nition that we o®er does not impose the require-
ment that citizen k (the ¯rst period incumbent) be selected in a ¯rst period election. Thus our
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De¯nition 1. A policy sequence f(t¤1; T ¤1 ; g¤); ¼¤g is a political equilibrium if there
exists a function °¤ : f0; 1g ! [0; 1]N such that (i) °¤(g) 2 E(g) for all g 2 f0; 1g,
(ii) (t¤1; T

¤
1 ; g

¤) satis¯es (3.4) given °¤(¢), and (iii) ¼¤ = ¹(g¤; r(°¤(g¤))).
The function °¤(¢) plays a key role in this de¯nition, representing the ¯rst period
policy maker's beliefs about the equilibrium of the entry game, conditional on
the period one investment decision. According to condition (i) of the de¯nition,
these beliefs are consistent with equilibrium behavior | anticipated strategies
are indeed equilibrium strategies. Part (ii) says that the ¯rst period policy maker
maximizes his expected utility using his beliefs about the entry game. The ¯-
nal condition requires that the beliefs are correct along the equilibrium path |
the actual probability distribution over period two policies is the same as that
generated by the anticipated strategy pro¯le °¤(g¤).

3.4. An E±ciency Result

In political equilibrium, the right to choose policy in each period is vested in a
particular citizen. That citizen will choose the policy which maximizes his own
expected payo®. This guarantees that equilibrium policy choices have a certain
e±ciency property. Our next step is to formalize this idea and to comment on its
signi¯cance. We begin with some additional notation. For all i 2 N , let
V i(t1; T1; g; °(¢)) = v(t1; T1; ai1) +

X

(t2;T2)2¢(¹)
¹(g; r(°(g)))(t2; T2)v(t2; T2; a

i
2(g)):

(3.5)
This is citizen i's expected lifetime utility if the equilibrium of the entry game is
described by the function °(¢) and the ¯rst period policy choice is (t1; T1; g).
Proposition 1. Let f(t¤1; T ¤1 ; g¤); ¼¤g be a political equilibrium policy sequence
and let °¤(¢) represent the associated beliefs about individuals' entry decisions.
Then, (i) there exists no (t1; T1; g) 2 Z1 such that

V i(t1; T1; g; °
¤(¢)) > V i(t¤1; T ¤1 ; g¤; °¤(¢)) for all i 2 N ;

and (ii) for all (t¤2; T
¤
2 ) 2 ¢(¼¤) there exists no (t2; T2) 2 Z2(g¤) such that

v(t2; T2; a
i
2(g

¤)) > v(t¤2; T
¤
2 ; a

i
2(g

¤)) f or all i 2 N :
de¯nition is, in this sense, too permissive. However, any properties possessed by all equilibrium
policy sequences as de¯ned here, will also be shared by those with the additional restriction that
the ¯rst period policy maker be electable.
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Proof. See Appendix.

Part (i) of the Proposition says that, conditional on second period policy
choices being chosen through the democratic process and the equilibrium of the
entry game being °¤(g), there exists no alternative ¯rst period policy choice which
gives every citizen more expected utility. Part (ii) says that for every second
period policy choice which arises with positive probability, there is no alternative
second period policy choice which, given the public investment decision, gives
every citizen more second period utility.18

Proposition 1 parallels a result (Proposition 9) in Besley and Coate (1995).
As we argued there, it is natural to ¯nd this when the utility of the policy maker
is included in the notion of an e±cient outcome. It represents the idea that
politicians ought to be making the best use of their policy instruments to serve
their ends. Here these ends are de¯ned sel¯shly, although the model can easily
handle more general preferences. As we shall see now, the fact that policies can
not be found to make all citizens better o® when future policies are determined in
political equilibrium does not guarantee that public investment decisions satisfy
reasonable economic criteria of e±ciency.

4. Public Investment in Political Equilibrium

It is common in economics to de¯ne e±ciency without reference to the process for
making policy choices. Standard notions of e±ciency are technological in nature,
taking no account of the institutional constraints which determine how actual
choices are made. In this vein, perhaps the most obvious criterion for an invest-
ment to be e±cient is that, if it were undertaken, the utility possibility frontier

18The notion of e±ciency discussed here is weaker than is usual since it only requires that
there exist no policy choice which makes all citizens strictly better o® rather than all at least as
well o® and some strictly better o®. Part (ii) of Proposition 1 can in fact be strengthened in this
way since (ti

2(g); T i
2(g)) is, by assumption, a uniquely optimal choice for citizen i. This implies

that changing (t2; T2) must reduce citizen i's utility. Part (i) can similarly be strengthened if
(t¤1 ; T¤

1 ; g¤) is a unique maximizer for citizen k . It is possible, however, that this is not the case.
It might be that g¤ = 0 and citizen k is indi®erent between (t¤1 ;T ¤

1 ; 0) and (t0
1; T

0
1; 1), with the

remaining agents strictly preferring (t0
1;T

0
1; 1): While examples of this form can be constructed,

this is rather unlikely. Moreover, even in this case, there remains the possibility of citizen
k commiting to the electorate in advance to choose (t0

1; T
0
1; 1) rather than (t¤

1; T
¤
1 ; 0). Such a

commitment would be credible and would likely attract more votes.
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would shift to the right.19 It is an appealing criterion since for any utility alloca-
tion which could be reached without the investment, there exists a Pareto superior
utility allocation available if it is undertaken. Hence, from a technological view-
point the investment expands society's opportunity set. A social planner would
choose to undertake the investment using any set of non-negative distributional
weights.
Pursuing this formally, we begin with a particular policy sequence in which the

investment is not undertaken. We then imagine that it is made, with a particular
method of ¯nance and distribution of gains. Technologically e±cient investments
are those for which feasible policy choices exist in which everyone gains compared
with any policy sequence in which the investment is foregone.20 This is embodied
in the following de¯nition:

De¯nition 2. A public investment is technologically e±cient if for every pol-
icy sequence f(t1; T1; 0); ¼g there exists (t01; T

0
1) and, for every (t2; T2) 2 ¢(¼),

(t
0
2; T

0
2) such that:
(i) (t

0
1; T

0
1; 1) 2 Z1 and (t02; T

0
2) 2 Z2(1), and

(ii) v(t
0
1; T

0
1; a

i
1) + v(t

0
2; T

0
2; a

i
2(1)) > v(t1; T1; a

i
1) + v(t2; T2; a

i
2(0)) for all i 2 N .

The notion of a technologically e±cient investment abstracts from the fact
that policy choices are made in political equilibrium. Our ¯rst result gives a suf-
¯cient condition for such investments to be implemented when a political process
determines policy.

Proposition 2. Let f(t¤1; T ¤1 ; g¤); ¼¤g be a political equilibrium policy sequence
and let °¤(¢) represent the associated beliefs about individuals' entry decisions.
Suppose that r(°¤(1))(j) = 1 for some j such that aj2(1) = a

k
2(1). Then, if the

public investment is technologically e±cient, g¤ = 1:

19This is the criterion suggested by Samuelson (1950). A weaker criterion is the Hicks-Kaldor
criterion (Hicks (1939), Kaldor (1939)) that there exist a point on the utility possibility frontier
when the investment is undertaken which Pareto dominates the utility allocation which would
arise if it is not undertaken. Scitovsky (1941) pointed out that this criteria could be inconsistent
if the relevant utility possibility frontiers with and without the investment crossed.

20Since policy sequences can involve randomly selected second period policy choices, there is
a choice between ex ante or ex post domination. Our de¯nition requires that for every second
period policy choice which might be selected, there is an alternative second period choice which
makes all citizens better o® ex post.
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Proof. See Appendix.

The key condition here is that the ¯rst period policy maker (citizen k) anticipates
that the second period policy maker will share his preferences. All technologically
e±cient investments have, by de¯nition, a way of redistributing the gains so that
all individuals bene¯t. Thus a policy maker who knows that someone who shares
his preferences will govern next period is sure that such redistribution as needed
to make it worthwhile for him, will be forthcoming.
The condition of Proposition 2 is tantamount to complete political stability.

The latter turns out to be crucial to the optimistic conclusions about the ability
of representative democracy to implement technologically e±cient investments.
Political instability can lead the current incumbent to forgo the investment be-
cause he fears that he will not receive compensation for any costs that he bears
in introducing it. The following example provides a simple illustration of this
possibility.

Example 1

Suppose that the population is equally divided into two ability types | low and
high. Let NL denote the set of low ability individuals and let NH the set of high
ability individuals. Assume that individuals care only about their consumption
and are risk neutral, so that u(x; `) = x. This assumption means that citizens will
supply their one unit of labor inelastically in each period. Let aL denote the ¯rst
period ability of low ability individuals and aH (> aL) that of high individuals. If
the investment is not undertaken, individuals' second period abilities equal those
in the ¯rst period. If the investment is undertaken, it raises the abilities of high
ability individuals. Thus, ai2(1) = aH + ± for i 2 NH , while ai2(1) = aL for
i 2 NL. We assume that ±=2 > C=N , which can be shown to imply that the
public investment is technologically e±cient.
We now solve for the political equilibrium policy sequence. We will do so

under the assumption that the ¯rst period policy maker is a low ability individual.
Below, this will be shown to be consistent with ¯rst period political equilibrium.
Whether or not the investment is undertaken, the only possible pure strategy
equilibria in the second period election involve a single low ability individual
running against a high ability individual. If elected, a high ability individual will
always choose a zero rate of taxation and thus
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³
tH2 (1); T

H
2 (1)

´
=

³
tH2 (0); T

H
2 (0)

´
= (0; 0) :

Given the assumed labor supply inelasticity, a low ability individual will always
choose a tax rate of 100%. Thus,

³
tL2 (1); T

L
2 (1)

´
= (1; a + ±=2) and

³
tL2 (0); T

L
2 (0)

´
= (1; a) ;

where a = (aL + aH)=2 is the mean ¯rst period ability.
Since he is of low ability, the ¯rst period policy maker will always set a tax

rate of 100%; the only question is whether he will undertake the investment. If
he does so his expected payo® is

a ¡ C=N + 1
2
[aL + a + ±=2];

while not introducing the investment yields an expected return

a +
1

2
[aL + a]:

Clearly, he is better o® not introducing the investment if ±=4 < C=N . Under
this assumption, therefore, the equilibrium policy sequence involves a ¯rst period
policy choice (1; a; 0) and a probability distribution over second period policy
choices which selects (1; a) with probability 1

2
and (0; 0) with probability 1

2
. Its

e±ciency not withstanding, the investment is not undertaken.
It only remains to check that the ¯rst period policy maker being of low abil-

ity is consistent with ¯rst period political equilibrium. This is clearly the case:
there exists a ¯rst period pure strategy equilibrium involving a single low ability
individual running against a high ability individual. The high ability individual
would select the ¯rst period policy (0;¡C=N; 1). All individuals would vote for
the candidate who shared their ability type.

The key feature of this example is that the investment harms the ¯rst period
policy maker in period one, requiring period two compensation if he is to be
induced to undertake it. Such compensation will be forthcoming if an individual
with similar preferences is elected to o±ce, but not otherwise. Since there is
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a possibility that an individual with opposing preferences will be elected, the
¯rst period policy maker is deterred from undertaking the investment.21 Thus
political turnover can induce policy makers to resist making investments which
entail short-run costs, if the future gains are contingent on actions of future policy
makers.
In this example, compensation is required to achieve a Pareto improvement

over the status quo. We now turn to public investments with a structure of
costs and bene¯ts where compensations are not necessary to achieve Pareto gains.
These are cases where it is not necessary to manipulate future taxes and transfers
in order to make everyone better o®. All bene¯t from the investment, provided
only that the tax rate does not increase and the guarantee does not decrease. This
will be the case for public investments which produce signi¯cant direct bene¯ts
for all citizens and/or those which have small costs.
To de¯ne formally such investments, we need two additional pieces of nota-

tion. First, for any (t2; T2) 2 Z2(0), let ª(t2; T2) denote the set of second period
policy pairs which are feasible if the investment is undertaken, where the income
guarantee is higher and the tax rate is lower.22 The set ª(t2; T2) is non-empty
because the investment raises individuals' productive abilities. Second, let Z¤2 (g)
(½ Z2(g)) denote the set of period two policy choices which are not strictly Pareto
dominated.23 Using this notation, we have:

De¯nition 3. A technologically e±cient public investment is straightforward
if for every feasible policy sequence f(t1; T1; 0); ¼g such that ¢(¼) ½ Z¤2 (0) there
exists (t

0
1; T

0
1) such that:

(i) (t
0
1; T

0
1; 1) 2 Z1, and

21A related argument is made by Dixit and Londregan (1994). They argue that democratic
policy making deters e±cient private sector decisions because of the inability of political parties
to commit to let individuals su®er economic losses and/or keep economic gains. Thus, individuals
in declining industries do not move to more productive jobs because they anticipate that the
political process will either give their current industry transfers or tax away their gains in the
more productive employment.

22Formally, for all (t2; T2) 2 Z2(0),

ª(t2; T2) = f(t
0
2; T

0
2) 2 Z2(1) : t

0
2 · t2 and T

0
2 ¸ T2g:

23Thus, if (t2; T2) 2 Z¤
2 (g) then reducing t2 would not allow T2 to be raised.
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(ii) for every (t2; T2) 2 ¢(¼), (t02; T
0
2) 2 ª(t2; T2) implies that

v(t
0
1; T

0
1; a

i
1) + v(t

0
2; T

0
2; a

i
2(1)) > v(t1; T1; a

i
1) + v(t2; T2; a

i
2(0)):

The earlier de¯nition required that, for any given policy sequence in which the
investment were not undertaken, there existed a way of ¯nancing the investment
and redistributing the proceeds in the second period to make all citizens better
o®. This de¯nition requires that there exists a way of ¯nancing the investment
which makes all citizens better o® for all second period policy pairs which involve a
lower tax rate and a higher guarantee. Observe that the investment considered in
Example 1 violates this condition for the policy sequence involving a ¯rst period
policy choice (1; a; 0) and a second period policy choice (0; 0). There is no way of
¯nancing the investment in the ¯rst period to make low ability individuals better
o®, if the second period tax rate is zero.24

It would seem more hopeful that straightforward investments would be chosen
in political equilibrium. The next result gives some conditions for this to be the
case.

Proposition 3. Let f(t¤1; T ¤1 ; g¤); ¼¤g be a political equilibrium policy sequence
and let °¤(¢) represent the associated beliefs about individuals' entry decisions.
Suppose that (i) r(°¤(1)) = r(°¤(0)) and (ii) (ti2(1); T

i
2(1)) 2 ª(ti2(0); T

i
2(0)) for

all i such that r(°¤(1))(i) > 0. Then, if the public investment is technologically
e±cient and straightforward, g¤ = 1:

Proof. See Appendix.

This proposition weakens the condition of complete political stability from
Proposition 2. It requires only that the investment does not a®ect the probability
distribution over future policy makers or cause them to select a policy pair involv-
ing a higher tax rate or lower guarantee. In Example 1, both of these conditions
were satis¯ed. Nonetheless, the conditions for straightforward, technologically ef-
¯cient investments to be made in political equilibrium are strong. Our next two

24The de¯nition also restricts comparisons to feasible policy sequences which select only Pareto
undominated tax rates in period two (i.e., which satisfy ¢(¼) ½ Z¤

2 (0)). This, for example, rules
out comparisons with policy sequences which set t2 so high that individuals are deterred from
supplying any labor in period two. In that case, no investment, no matter how much it enhanced
productivity, could satisfy the requirements of the de¯nition.
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examples illustrate cases where the conditions of Proposition 3 fail and techno-
logically e±cient and straightforward investments are not undertaken. They are
very stylized, intending to give pure cases of each violation. We start, in reverse
order, with an example illustrating a case where condition (ii) of the proposition
fails.

Example 2

Suppose that the population is divided into three groups; poor, middle class
and rich. Let NR; NM ; NP denote the sets of rich, middle class, and poor indi-
viduals respectively. Suppose that the number of poor citizens equals the number
of rich and middle class citizens; i.e., #NP = #NM + #NR. Assume that indi-
viduals' preferences take the following form: u(x; l) = x ¡ l2=2. Let aj denote
the ¯rst period ability of individuals in social class j (j 2 fP;M;Rg)and assume
aP < aM < aR. The public investment raises each middle class individual's abil-
ity by an amount ± 2 (0; aR ¡ aM). It does not a®ect poor or rich individuals'
abilities. We suppose that the public investment is costless, which implies that it
is both technologically e±cient and straightforward.25

The political equilibrium policy sequence will be derived under the assump-
tion that the ¯rst period policy maker is poor. It will also be assumed that the
¯rst period policy maker anticipates that, whatever his investment decision, the
second period election will involve a poor individual running against a middle
class individual. This is consistent with political equilibrium. The middle class
candidate will be supported by both the middle class and the rich and hence each
candidate will win with probability 1=2. No rich citizen has an incentive to enter,
since his entry will result in the poor candidate winning for sure.
It is straightforward to solve for the second period policies which would be

selected by a successful poor or middle class candidate. The assumed utility
function implies that labor supply, and hence earnings, depend only on the tax rate
t. This means that if (t2; T2) 2 Z2(g), then it must be the case that T2 = t2¢y(t2; g)
where y(t2; g) is mean second period earnings when the tax rate is t2 and the
investment decision is g. We can therefore simplify the optimization in (3.1) to a

25This is strictly speaking inaccurate since when t2 = 0, it is only possible to weakly pareto
dominate the allocation without the investment. However, if we allowed the investment to give
a very small gain to the rich and poor, then the de¯nition would be satis¯ed even in this case
and the analysis would be unchanged.
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choice of the tax rate alone; i.e.,

ti2(g) = arg max v(t2; t2 ¢ y(t2; g); ai2(g)):

Using the envelope theorem, we obtain the following ¯rst order condition:

y(ti2; g)¡ y(ti2; ai2(g)) + ti2 ¢ @y(ti2; g)=@t2 · 0 (= 0 if ti2 > 0).

Using the fact that y(t; a) = (1 ¡ t)a2, the above condition can be used to solve
for the optimal tax rates of the two types of candidates. These are

tj2(g) = max

0
@0;

A(g) ¡ aj2(g)2³
2A(g) ¡ aj2(g)2

´

1
A j 2 fP;Mg ;

where A(g) = [
#NPaP2 (g)

2+#NMaM2 (g)
2+#NRaR2 (g)

2]
N

.
Now consider the investment decision of a poor individual who is in power in

period one. Since the investment is costless, all that matters is how it a®ects the
policy that he expects in period two. Using the fact that v(t; T; a) = T + [(1¡
t)2 ¢ a2]=2, it is straightforward to calculate period two expected utility as:

1
2

h
tM2 (g) ¢ y(tM2 (g); g) + (1 ¡ tM2 (g))2 ¢ a2P=2

i

+ 1
2

h
tP2 (g) ¢ y(tP2 (g); g) + (1¡ tP2 (g))2 ¢ a2P=2

i

The investment raises the income generating abilities of the middle class, so that
if a poor candidate were elected in the second period, the ¯rst period policy
maker would be better o® in the second period if he had invested. However,
there is no guarantee that investing will increase the policy maker's second period
utility if a middle class candidate is elected in the second period. Provided that
tM2 (0) > 0, undertaking the investment will reduce the tax rate that would be
chosen by the middle class candidate; i.e., tM2 (1) < t

M
2 (0). The investment raises

the relative productivity of the middle class and hence the middle class will favor
a lower rate of taxation. Despite the increase in the economy's income generating
ability, this reduction in tax rate may be su±cient to reduce the guarantee (tM2 (1)¢
y(tM2 (1); 1) < t

M
2 (0)¢y(tM2 (0); 0)). If this reduction is large enough, the ¯rst period

policy maker is better o® foregoing the investment.
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Intuitively, it seems likely that the smaller the fraction of middle class individ-
uals in the economy, the more likely is the poor person to forego the investment.
When #NM=N is small, the gains to the poor person in terms of raising mean
earnings are small, but the costs in terms of less redistribution remain. This logic
is veri¯ed in the following result:

Lemma 1. Suppose that (a2P + a
2
R)=2 > a

2
M . Then there exists

b̧ > 0 such that
a poor ¯rst period policy maker would forgo the investment if #NM=N < b̧ .

Proof. See Appendix.

If the investment is not undertaken, the second period is identical to the
¯rst. Thus the ¯rst period policy maker will choose a ¯rst period tax rate tP2 (0).
The equilibrium policy sequence will therefore involve a ¯rst period policy choice
(tP2 (0); t

P
2 (0) ¢y(tP2 (0); 0); 0) and second period choices of (tP2 (0); tP2 (0) ¢ y(tP2 (0); 0))

and (tM2 (0); t
M
2 (0) ¢ y(tM2 (0); 0)) with equal probability. Since the poor form one

half of the population, it is clearly consistent with equilibrium to have a poor
¯rst period policy maker. For example, there exists a ¯rst period political equi-
librium with a poor candidate running against a middle class candidate who is
also supported by the rich.

The possibility that current policy makers may manipulate policies to a®ect the
policy choices of future leaders arises in any environment in which there is political
instability and current policies have future (direct or indirect) consequences. As
noted in the introduction, this idea has been used in the macro-policy literature
to explain why governments run budget de¯cits. Our ¯nal example illustrates a
case in which the investment alters the probability distribution over future policy
makers in a way that is harmful to the ¯rst period policy maker. Again, the result
is that the investment is not undertaken despite being technologically e±cient and
straightforward.

Example 3

The population is divided into three groups of individuals: high types, low
types and movers. Let NH denote the set of high types; NL the set of low types
and NM the set of movers. It is assumed that #NL + #NM = #NH and that
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#NM < N=3. As in Example 1, assume that individuals care only about their
consumption and are risk neutral, so that u(x; `) = x. High types have ability aH
in both periods and low types have ability aL in both periods, where aH > aL.
For both of these groups, there is no gain from having the public investment
implemented. Movers have ability aL in the ¯rst period but, if the investment is
undertaken, they will have ability aL + ± in period two. It is assumed that

N(aH ¡ aL)=2(N ¡#NM) < ± < 3(aH ¡ aL)=4:

The investment is presumed to be free, so that C = 0. This assumption implies
that the investment is technologically e±cient and straightforward.
We solve for the political equilibrium policy sequence under the assumption

that a low type is in o±ce in the ¯rst period. The consistency of this assumption
will be veri¯ed below. It is straightforward to solve for the second period political
equilibrium. If no investment is undertaken in the ¯rst period, then the low types
and movers have the same preferences: they would both like to redistribute as
much as possible and thus tL2 (0) = 1. For their part, the high types would like no
redistributive taxation so that tH2 (0) = 0. The unique pure strategy equilibrium
therefore involves a low type or a mover running against a high type and the
second period policy will be (1; a) with probability 1=2 and (0; 0) with probability
1=2; where a = (aH+aL)=2 denotes mean ¯rst period income. To make our point
cleanly, we will assume in what follows that a low type will run.
If the ¯rst period investment is made. Then the second period political equi-

librium is di®erent, since now the movers and high types are period two allies:
they both want no redistributive taxation. To see this observe that if the tax rate
is set equal to one, the movers receive consumption a + ±#NM=N . If it is set
equal to zero, then they receive aL+ ±. Under our assumptions on ±, setting taxes
equal to zero is the best strategy. The only pure strategy equilibria, involve one
of either of these types running unopposed and a second period policy (0; 0). We
will assume that a high type will run. Note here that if a low type were in power,
tL2 (1) = 1. This example is therefore one in which condition (ii) of Proposition
3 is satis¯ed, but condition (i) is violated. Undertaking the investment ensures
that a high type will be the second period policy maker.
We can now discuss the implications of this for period one policy choice. Since

he is of low ability, the ¯rst period policy maker will always set a tax rate of 100%;
the only question is whether he will undertake the investment. Since it is costless,
the issue is how it a®ects second period utility. If he undertakes the investment his
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expected second period payo® is aL; if he does not it is (3aL+aH)=4. It is clear that
the investment is not worthwhile. Thus the political equilibrium policy sequence
involves a ¯rst period policy choice of (1; a; 0) and an equal probability of the
second period policy choices (1; a) and (0; 0). The investment is not undertaken
despite being straightforwardly desirable.
It only remains to check that it is possible for a low type to be in o±ce in

the ¯rst period. We claim that there is a two candidate pure strategy equilibrium
involving a low type running against a high type in period one. The only thing to
check here is that movers would vote for the low type. Provided this is true, then
both candidates will win with probability 1=2 and will be willing to run against
each other. No mover would have an incentive to enter since he would ensure the
loss of the low candidate. If a high type is elected in the ¯rst period, he would
select the policy (0; 0; 1). This would mean that the second period policy would
be (0; 0). Thus, under the governance of the high type, a mover would receive
lifetime utility 2aL + ±. Under a low type he would receive 3aH=4 + 5aL=4. Our
assumptions on ± imply that a mover prefers a low type in o±ce as required.26

The interpretation of the result in this example is interesting. The incentive
that incumbents have not to implement the project even though nobody appar-
ently loses from it, is the fact that it leads to loss of control. The ben¯ciaries
of the reform switch allegiance and \gang" up on the low types, reducing the
amount of redistribution that they get. This makes low types antithetical to so-
cial mobility, which destroys their ability to redistribute. We believe that this is
a general phenomenon, which could retard e±cient investments. Another exam-
ple, worthy of investigation in light of this is the mass privatization e®orts that
have occurred throughout the world. These can be viewed as policies along these
lines. By changing the traditional alliances embodied in state run enterprises,
they change future voting patterns in favor of those supporting the introduction
of privatization.

26This example nicely illustrates the di®erence between our model of the political process and
the Downsian framework. Having two competing parties o®er the ¯rst period policies (1; a; 0)
and (0; 0; 1) would be inconsistent with equilibrium. The party o®ering the platform (0;0; 1)
would change its policy to attract the votes of the movers. In our model, while the high type
candidate may have an incentive to promise more redistribution in the ¯rst period, such promises
are not credible. The Downsian model circumvents this di±culty by assuming that parties just
care about winning and thus can commit to implement any platform they propose. For more
discussion of the di®erences between the two approaches see Besley and Coate (1995).
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The three examples of this section all illustrate cases where an investment
is not undertaken, even though technological considerations suggest that it is
worthwhile. What uni¯es the three examples is that future policies are important.
In the ¯rst example, this takes the form of requiring future compensation for the
investment to be undertaken by an incumbent. In the second and third, it is
the endogeneity of future policy outcomes to current policies which yields the
results. This suggests that the latter two arguments are most applicable to larger
programs of economic reform which a®ect economy wide variables, rather than to
small projects.

5. Discussion

The results of the previous section leave no doubt that investments satisfying stan-
dard criteria of e±ciency will not necessarily be adopted in political equilibrium.
However, in view of the e±ciency result in Proposition 1, it is not clear whether
these should be viewed as \political failures" or whether technological de¯nitions
of e±ciency should be thrown into question. Here, we address this issue.
Despite the widespread use of the term \political failure" in public choice

writings, it is hard to ¯nd any precise de¯nition of this idea. We must begin,
therefore, by developing one. Our objective is ¯nd a de¯nition which parallels
as closely as possible the usual de¯nition of a market failure. Recall, therefore,
the textbook analysis of market e±ciency. First, the set of e±cient allocations
is de¯ned, usually represented graphically by a utility possibility frontier. This
notion of e±ciency is purely a technological one, since the frontier depends only
on the tastes and technologies of the members of the economy. Next, a model
of how markets allocate resources is developed. The Arrow-Debreu model has
primacy of place among those that are typically used. That model yields the ¯rst
fundamental theorem of welfare economics, that under certain tightly speci¯ed
conditions, equilibrium utility allocations are on the utility possibility frontier.
The idea of market failure, then comes from observing that deviations from the
Arrow-Debreu ideal do not result in allocations that are on the frontier. Using the
term \failure" is justi¯ed by the observation that if the market does not produce
an allocation on the utility possibility frontier, then, in principle, all citizens could
be made better o®.
To provide a parallel de¯nition of a political failure, one must similarly begin

by de¯ning the set of technologically feasible utility allocations. This should
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re°ect the available policy instruments. It is unreasonable, for example, to hold
representative democracy to the standards of what might be achieved were lump
sum taxes and transfers available, while restricting policy makers to using only
distortionary or uniform taxation.27 At the second stage, political institutions
are modeled, with a focus on whether equilibrium policy choices result in utility
allocations on the frontier. By analogy with markets, a political failure arises
when equilibrium policy choices leave the possibility of feasible, Pareto improving
policy choices.
By this standard, the non-implementation of technologically e±cient invest-

ments described in the previous section represents a political failure; if such
an investment is not implemented then there exists a Pareto improving policy
sequence.28 There is no con°ict between this ¯nding and Proposition 1. That
result just says that, conditional on second period policies being selected through
the democratic process, there exists no alternative ¯rst period choices which can
raise the expected utilities of all citizens. Thus, it implies that if a technologically
e±cient investment is not undertaken then it must be that the resulting second pe-
riod equilibrium choices would have been such as to make some citizens worse o®.
Hence, it is the fact that future policy choices are made through the democratic
process that is constraining society to the interior of the set of technologically
feasible utility allocations.
We now anticipate two kinds of objection to our claims of political failure. The

¯rst accepts the de¯nition that we put forward, but disputes the way in which
we have analyzed the issue. The second takes issue with the de¯nition. In the
former category, we include a Coasian-style challenge to our analysis, which argues
that bargaining between citizens and policy makers should be able to eliminate

27It is common in the literature to overlook this point. Consider, for example, the textbook
argument that representative democracy produces an ine±cient level of public goods. The level
of public goods demanded by the median voter is claimed to be \ine±cient" because, in general,
it does not satisfy the Samuelson rule. The latter is, however, derived under the assumption
that lump sum taxes and transfers are feasible.

28In Example 1 all citizens would be better o® under the policy sequence which involves a
¯rst period policy choice (1; a; 1) and a probability distribution over second period policy choices
which selects (1;a + ±

2 ) and ( ±
2a+± ; ±

2 ) with equal probability. In Example 2, all citizens would

prefer the policy sequence which involves a ¯rst period policy choice (tP2 (0); tP
2 (0)¢ y(tP

2 (0); 0); 1)
and second period choices of (tP2 (0); tP

2 (0) ¢ y(tP2 (0); 1)) and (tM2 (0); tM
2 (0) ¢ y(tM2 (0); 1)) with

equal probability. In Example 3, the policy sequence which involves a ¯rst period policy choice
of (1; (aL + aH )=2; 1) and an equal probability of the second period policy choices (1; (aH +
aL)=2 + ±#NM =N ) and (0; 0) makes all citizens better o®.
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the ine±ciency. It is straightforward to see that a current policy maker would
implement the investment in return for future policy makers setting second period
policies which would compensate them. By ignoring such gains from bargaining,
our analysis might be regarded as misleading, just as Coase (1960) criticized the
usual approach to externalities in a market context.
In response, we observe that the kind of bargain needed to restore e±cient

policy would require a signi¯cant amount of commitment; future policy makers
would have to commit to the policies that they would select in the second period,
and citizens would have to commit to elect these individuals in the future. Thus
the Coasian bargain must involve the entire polity. However, if such bargains were
possible, then representative democracy would surely be redundant. If transac-
tions costs were low enough, then the citizens could get simply get together at
a \Coasian town meeting" and bargain with each other over current and future
policies.29 It is true that in this utopian vision, all technologically e±cient in-
vestments would be undertaken.30 Nonetheless, it is hard to take it seriously as a
model of government, except perhaps in very small groups.
A further objection to the analysis is the observation that the political fail-

ures that we have identi¯ed could be eliminated if policy makers were elected for
two periods. Proposition 2 then implies that technologically e±cient investments
would always be undertaken. However, our model provides no justi¯cation for
holding a second period election. While technically correct, this critique takes the
model's structure too much at face value. In reality, democracy is characterized
by periodic rather than one time elections and our model captures this as simply
as possible. Given that it is a commonly observed feature of democratic govern-
ment, it is reasonable to suppose that periodic elections have a rationale.31 This
suggests that any bene¯ts from this exceed the social cost from the policy distor-
tions identi¯ed here. However, this is di®erent from arguing that the distortions
that we have identi¯ed do not exist. They will necessarily arise in any system
with periodic elections where government policies have e®ects that last beyond

29This is like an application of the Coase theorem, with the policy instruments (which a®ect
the utility of all members of the community) being the public good. One suspects that transac-
tions costs are the main reason why societies resort to more delegated forms of decision making.
See Dixit (1995) for a discussion of transactions costs politics more generally.

30This vision of policy making accords well with Wicksell's vision of perfect democracy (see
Wicksell (1896)).

31In line with our earlier paper, one rationale is the need to throw out leaders who are shown
to be incompetent by subsequent events.
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the time of the next election.
The major objection to our de¯nition of political failure is that it is insu±cient

to demonstrate such a failure by showing that there exists some technologically
feasible policy choices which produces a Pareto superior utility allocation. Instead,
it behooves the analyst to specify an alternative institutional arrangement for
making policy decisions which actually selects such policy choices. Absent this,
the term \failure" is misleading. Similar objections can, of course, be made about
the notion of a market failure. In particular, there is a need to demonstrate that
the government (or some other institution for allocating resources) could do better
(see Williamson (1994) for some discussion along these lines).
In response to this, we wish to make clear that we are not attempting to an-

swer the broader question of whether representative democracy is desirable in the
class of institutions that could be used to make collective choices (although an-
swering this would constitute an interesting research agenda). Clearly, the ability
to implement technologically e±cient investments represents only one dimension
of this question. What is important is to reach a consistent position on markets
and governments. Our de¯nition is intended to achieve that. Just as the pres-
ence of market failures does not imply abandonment of the market system, the
existence of political failures does not mean that representative democracy should
be forsaken.32 Indeed, the revealed preference for representative democracy, con-
¯rmed even more strongly in recent years, suggests that the bene¯ts of democratic
policy making outweigh its costs.
There are, however, still important reasons to ask whether representative

democracy results in e±cient policy choices. First, it is central to many issues
in public economics. In the absence of political failures, the prescriptions of nor-
mative economics (particularly those concerning e±ciency) may be interpreted
as predictions about actual policy choices. If observed policy choices do not cor-
respond to these predictions, then, instead of berating policy makers for their
foolishness, it is more constructive to provide explanations for their choices (a
conclusion reminiscent of Stigler (1982)). A better model for public economics is
then industrial organization or labor economics, where trying to explain observed

32In the market failure literature, it is all too common to reach the conclusion that the
existence of market failure implies that the government could do better. This stems from the
bad habit of viewing policy as being selected by a social planner. Showing that a planner
could do better than the market is really no advance over pointing out that there exists a
technologically feasible, Pareto superior allocaction. See Buchanan (1972) for further elaboration
of this argument.
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contractual arrangements is central. The second reason is more practical: if we
develop an understanding of why political failures occur then we may be able to
suggest e±ciency enhancing, piecemeal institutional reforms.

6. Concluding Remarks

The main achievements of this paper are twofold. First, it o®ers a precise de¯ni-
tion of political failure. The notion put forward takes the standard technological
de¯nition of what is feasible for the citizens. This, we argued, is the most natural
parallel to the literature on market failure. Second, the paper identi¯es three
distinct classes of failures which arise when elections are repeated. Technologi-
cally e±cient policies may not be introduced because of fears that compensation
needed to cover current costs will not be delivered and the fact that such policies
may change the policy choices and/or identities of future leaders. These reasons
can be traced to the fact that preferences over policy extend into the future, while
political control does not.
We acknowledged that a Coasian argument could be levied against our claims

of political failure; bargaining between citizens over current and future policies
could eliminate the ine±ciencies. However, this would require the ability to reach
binding agreements about future policy, as well as a forum to bring the whole
polity together. This vision is perhaps too utopian, especially given the transac-
tions costs involved. More generally, however the issue of how institutions might
evolve to minimize the economic costs associated with repeated elections is worthy
of further study.
Much remains to be done to understand comprehensively the e±ciency of

resource allocation in a democracy, using the approach developed here and in our
earlier paper. We have not yet modeled private sector accumulation decisions
and the e®ect of policy on these. Introducing imperfect information also seems
like an interesting avenue for future exploration. Finally, it would be interesting
to incorporate other political institutions, such as pressure groups and legislative
decision making, into the analysis.
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7. Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: Part (i) of the Proposition follows immediately from
part (ii) of the De¯nition which tells us that (t¤1; T

¤
1 ; g

¤) maximizes V k(t1; T1; g; °¤(¢)).
Part (ii) follows from part (iii) of the De¯nition. If (t¤2; T

¤
2 ) 2 ¢(¼¤) then (t¤2; T ¤2 ) 2

¢(¹(g¤; r(°¤(g¤)))). This means either that (t¤2; T
¤
2 ) = (ti2(g

¤); T i2(g
¤)) for some

i 2 N or that (t¤2; T
¤
2 ) = (0; 0). In either case, part (ii) of the Proposition holds.

Proof of Proposition 2: We know that (t¤1; T
¤
1 ; g

¤) solves the problem:

Max V k(t1; T1; g; °
¤(¢)) s:t: (t1; T1; g) 2 Z1.

Suppose that g¤ = 0. Then, since the investment is technologically e±cient, we
know that there exists (t

0
1; T

0
1) and, for every (t2; T2) 2 ¢(¹(0; r(°¤(0)))), (t02; T

0
2)

such that
(i) (t

0
1; T

0
1; 1) 2 Z1 and (t02; T

0
2) 2 Z2(1),

and
(ii) v(t

0
1; T

0
1; a

k
1) + v(t

0
2; T

0
2; a

k
2(1)) > v(t

¤
1; T

¤
1 ; a

i
1) + v(t2; T2; a

k
2(0)).

We will show that V k(t
0
1; T

0
1; 1; °

¤(¢)) > V k(t¤1; T ¤1 ; 0; °¤(¢)), which will contradict
the hypothesis that g¤ = 0.
By hypothesis, the second period policy maker will share citizen k's preferences

if the investment is undertaken. Hence:

V k(t
0
1; T

0
1; 1; °

¤(¢)) = v(t01; T
0
1; a

k
1) +maxfv(t2; T2; ak2(1)) : (t2; T2) 2 Z2(1)g:

Thus, by (ii) above, for all (t2; T2) 2 ¢(¹(0; r(°¤(0)))),

V k(t
0
1; T

0
1; 1; °

¤(¢)) > v(t¤1; T ¤1 ; ai1) + v(t2; T2; ak2(0)):

It follows that

V k(t
0
1; T

0
1; 1; °

¤(¢)) > v(t¤1; T ¤1 ; ai1) +
X

(t2 ;T2)2¢(¹)
¹(0; r(°¤(0)))(t2; T2)v(t2; T2; a

k
2(0));

as required.
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Proof of Proposition 3: We know that (t¤1; T
¤
1 ; g

¤) solves the problem:

Max V k(t1; T1; g; °
¤(¢)) s:t: (t1; T1; g) 2 Z1.

Suppose that g¤ = 0. Then, since f(t¤1; T ¤1 ; g¤); ¼¤g is a political equilibrium policy
sequence, Proposition 1 tells us that ¢(¼¤) ½ Z¤2(0). Thus, since the investment
is technologically e±cient and straightforward, we know that there exists (t

0
1; T

0
1)

such that:
(i) (t

0
1; T

0
1; 1) 2 Z1,

and
(ii) for every (t¤2; T

¤
2 ) 2 ¢(¼¤), (t02; T

0
2) 2 ª(t¤2; T ¤2 ) implies that

v(t
0
1; T

0
1; a

i
1) + v(t

0
2; T

0
2; a

i
2(1)) > v(t

¤
1; T

¤
1 ; a

i
1) + v(t

¤
2; T

¤
2 ; a

i
2(0)):

We will show that

V k(t
0
1; T

0
1; 1; °

¤(¢)) > V k(t¤1; T ¤1 ; 0; °¤(¢));

which will contradict the hypothesis that g¤ = 0.
By hypothesis, r(°¤(1)) = r(°¤(0)): Thus,

V k(t
0
1; T

0
1; 1; °

¤(¢)) = v(t01; T
0
1; a

k
1) +

P
i2N[f0g r(°

¤(1))(i)v(ti2(1); T
i
2(1); a

k
2(1))

=
P
i2N[f0g r(°

¤(0))(i)
h
v(t

0
1; T

0
1; a

k
1) + v(t

i
2(1); T

i
2(1); a

k
2(1))

i
:

We may also write,

V k(t¤1; T
¤
1 ; 0; °

¤(¢)) =
X

i2N[f0g
r(°¤(0))(i)

h
v(t¤1; T

¤
1 ; a

k
1) + v(t

i
2(0); T

i
2(0); a

k
2(0))

i
:

Thus, it su±ces to show that for all i such that r(°¤(0))(i) > 0,

v(t
0
1; T

0
1; a

k
1) + v(t

i
2(1); T

i
2(1); a

k
2(1)) > v(t

¤
1; T

¤
1 ; a

k
1) + v(t

i
2(0); T

i
2(0); a

k
2(0)).

But this follows from the fact that, by hypothesis, (ti2(1); T
i
2(1)) 2 ª(ti2(0); T i2(0))

for all i such that r(°¤(1))(i) > 0.
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Proof of Lemma 1: The idea of the proof is to treat the fraction of mid-
dle class individuals in the population as a parameter and to show that as this
fraction becomes very small, the gains from making the investment go to zero
while the costs remain positive. The result will then follow from continuity. With
this in mind, de¯ne ¸ = #NM=N . Given our earlier assumptions, we have that
#NP=N = 1=2 and #NR=N = 1=2 ¡ ¸. We now de¯ne the variables of the
example as functions of ¸. Thus,

A(g; ¸) = a2P =2 + ¸(aM + ±g)
2+ (1=2¡ ¸)a2R;

tP2 (g; ¸) =
A(g; ¸)¡ a2P
(2A(g; ¸) ¡ a2P )

;

tM2 (g; ¸) = maxf0;
A(g; ¸)¡ (aM + ±g)2
(2A(g; ¸)¡ (aM + ±g)2)

g;

and,
y(t; g; ¸) = (1¡ t)A(g; ¸).

Observe for future reference that

lim
¸!0

A(1; ¸) = lim
¸!0

A(0; ¸) = (a2R + a
2
P)=2;

lim
¸!0

tP2 (1; ¸) = lim
¸!0

tP2 (0; ¸) =
(a2R ¡ a2P )=2

a2R
;

and,

lim
¸!0

tM2 (0; ¸) =
(a2R + a

2
P)=2¡ a2M

a2R+ a
2
P ¡ a2M

> lim
¸!0

tM2 (1; ¸) = maxf0;
(a2R+ a

2
P )=2¡ (aM + ±)2

a2R + a
2
P ¡ (aM + ±)2

g:

Letting,

!PJ(g; ¸) = tJ2(g; ¸) ¢ y(tJ2 (g); g; ¸) + (1¡ tJ2 (g; ¸))2 ¢ a2P=2; J 2 fP;Mg;

we know that the investment will not be undertaken if

1

2
[!PP (1; ¸) + !PM(1; ¸)] <

1

2
[!PP (0; ¸) + !PM(0; ¸)]:
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Note that for J 2 fP;Mg,

!PJ(0; ¸) ¡ !PJ(1; ¸) = [tJ2 (0; ¸) ¢ y(tJ2 (0; ¸); 0; ¸) + (1 ¡ tJ2 (0; ¸))2 ¢ a2P =2]

¡[tJ2 (1; ¸) ¢ y(tJ2(1; ¸); 0; ¸) + (1¡ tJ2 (1; ¸))2 ¢ a2P=2]:
or,

!PJ(0; ¸)¡ !PJ(1; ¸) = (1¡ tJ2(0; ¸))[tJ2(0; ¸)A(0; ¸) + (1 ¡ tJ2 (0; ¸))a2P =2]

¡(1 ¡ tJ2 (1; ¸))[tJ2 (1; ¸)A(1; ¸) + (1¡ tJ2 (1; ¸))a2P=2]:

It is clear from our claims above that

lim
¸!0

!PP(1; ¸) = lim
¸!0

!PP (0; ¸).

However,

lim
¸!0
[!PM(0; ¸)¡ !PM(1; ¸)] = f(lim

¸!0
tM2 (0; ¸))¡ f (lim

¸!0
tM2 (1; ¸));

where
f (t) = (1¡ t)[t(a2R + a2P)=2 + (1¡ t)a2P =2]:

Di®erentiating we obtain,

f 0(t) = (a2R ¡ a2P)=2¡ ta2R:

Observe that f 0(t) > 0 for all t · (a2R ¡ a2P)=2a2R: Thus, since

lim
¸!0

tM2 (1; ¸) < lim
¸!0

tM2 (0; ¸) < (a
2
R ¡ a2P)=2a2R,

we have that
lim
¸!0

!PM(1; ¸) < lim
¸!0

!PM(0; ¸):

By continuity, therefore, for su±ciently small ¸,

1

2
[!PP (1; ¸) + !PM(1; ¸)] <

1

2
[!PP (0; ¸) + !PM(0; ¸)];

and the investment will not be undertaken.
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